Abstract—The paper focuses on the area of context modeling with respect to the specification of context-aware systems supporting ubiquitous applications. The proposed approach, followed within the SIMPLICITY IST project, uses a high-level system ontology to derive context models for system components which consequently are mapped to the system’s physical entities. For the definition of user and device-related context models in particular, the paper suggests a standard-based process consisting of an analysis phase using the Common Information Model (CIM) methodology followed by an implementation phase that defines 3GPP based components. The benefits of this approach are further depicted by preliminary examples of XML grammars defining profiles and components, component instances, coupled with descriptions of respective ubiquitous applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution towards systems beyond 3G led to a dramatic increase in the demand for user centric, personalized, context-aware, ubiquitous applications via a variety of terminal devices regardless of the underlying infrastructure. These requirements comprised the stimulus and basis for the SIMPLICITY IST project [1], which is firmly rooted on the principles of context-aware applications and ubiquitous computing.

The project introduces the Simplicity Device (SD) that targets the nomadic user. It is a lightweight and wearable personalization device, which is compliant with many types of terminals. The SD, when plugged to a terminal, becomes the “virtual” identity of the end-user, providing personalization information which is utilized by system components that process user behavior related data (the Simplicity user context). Context information maintained by the SD, in combination with the terminal device, can be exploited by applications to implement adaptive, context-aware services.

Obviously, Simplicity requires a coherent Simplicity Context Model to be defined. The process of the Simplicity Context Modeling is performed in several stages. Initially, key system components and the relations between them are identified; this process yields the Simplicity Information Model, which is, in essence, a high-level ontology of our system. Finally, the features mandated by each context model have to be mapped to physical network entities residing within the Simplicity system.

A pragmatic approach is followed that aims at reusing existing methodologies and recommendations from international standards organizations. The Simplicity ontology was developed using the Common Information Model (CIM) methodology of the Distributed Management Task Force (DTMF) [2]. Simplicity context modeling followed the methodology proposed by the 3GPP Generic User Profile [3] for the development of user profiles, and was based on the W3C Composite Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) [9] framework for modeling device related profiles. XML Schemas were produced by applying the 3GPP Data Description Method (DDM) [4].

II. CONTEXT MODELING – RELATED WORK

Several proposals for context information modeling exist, all dealing, not surprisingly, with people, locations, devices, services and their static and dynamic relationships. We summarize below key characteristics from these models (see also [5] for a longer survey).

People: Information about people includes static and dynamic information describing people currently in the environment. Personal data typically includes identity, characteristics, user abilities, preferences, and owned resources. Dynamic context for mobile users is acquired through sensors located in the user device or in the environment, and includes position and other data [6]. Other application-specific data may also be relevant for context-aware services, e.g. user skills and interests [7].

Places and Locations are typically arranged in containment hierarchies. Locations carry context information such as data...
on temperature, humidity, brightness, and sound levels, acquired by sensors in the environment. Given that entities such as people, devices, and objects live and move in physical space, locations can also be seen as ‘containers’ for other entities. Geographical location info is conveyed either by geometric or by symbolic models. Existing systems often use mixed models [8].

*Devices* may be mobile devices carried by users, or devices installed in the environment. Related to terminals and devices, the Composite Capabilities/Preferences Profile (CC/PP) framework aims to standardize the specification of user agent profiles [9].

*Services:* Technically, a service can be anything ranging from a web service, a web application, or a functionality of a networked appliance accessed through a peer-to-peer protocol. A lot of literature, both from the agent (DAML-S) and Web Services community exists on service modeling, where the emphasis is on providing descriptions which help in matching services to user requests.

III. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

The Simplicity Architecture is comprised of a brokerage framework consisting of a number of Simplicity Brokers (SB), that host the different core Simplicity Services (SS); brokers orchestrate the user’s interaction with 3rd party services and applications.

![Figure 1: Simplicity architecture](image)

Figure 1 illustrates the core entities in the Simplicity architecture.

The Terminal Broker (TB) is present at each Simplicity enabled user terminal. The TB interacts with its peers residing at the network side, the Network Brokers (NB), which are managed by the Simplicity Operator or Value Added Service (VAS) Providers. Besides the TB, a Simplicity enabled terminal also hosts a Simplicity Personal Assistant (SPA), an entity which directly interacts with the user through personalized UIs. Finally, the Simplicity Device (SD) is the innovative Simplicity component that represents the user’s identity and stores user preferences and profiles.

Each entity contributes to context generation based on its role in the architecture. The SD, as storage of user profiles and credentials, provides this information to the TB for the initial user context generation. The SPA, by directly interacting with the user, contributes information about the user activities, such as the information filled in web forms. The TB is the entity that interacts directly with the terminal equipment, and is therefore responsible for the device profile, which includes the hardware, software and networking features of the terminal. Also, the TB collects context information from sensors in the user environment. Finally, the NBs contribute user information stored in the network side, such as subscribed services, service usage history etc.

The information contributed from the entities above is used for context generation by a dedicated entity, the Context Management Subsystem (CMS), which is attached to the Network Broker (NB). Additionally, the Context Management Subsystem is responsible for distributing context information to other entities, and for updating the context, according to user actions and changes in the networking and physical environment.

IV. SIMPLICITY INFORMATION MODEL

During the analysis phase of our project we have developed an information model, which describes the entities of our system, their properties and relationships.

![Figure 2: Core model of the information model](image)

Figure 2: Core model of the information model

We used the methodology, syntax and semantic of the Common Information Model (CIM) standard of the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [2] which is based on UML.

A subset of this information model provides the basis for our context model. It consists of one core model (see Figure 2) which is refined in the four sub-models user, device, service and network.

V. SIMPLICITY CONTEXT MODEL

After designing the information model, we decided to use the architecture, conventions and syntax of the emerging standard 3GPP Generic User Profile [3], currently under development, to create a grammar framework which describes the syntax of our context model. 3GPP is an open framework; it makes no assumptions about the content of the profile, limiting itself to the definition of its structure. Our user-focused context model was respectively named Generic User Profile.
A. Data Description Method of 3GPP

The 3GPP Generic User Profile is a collection of user-related data, which can be used for diverse adaptations in different applications. The Data Description Method (DDM) [4] of 3GPP does not define an ontology with a specific set of elements, attributes and relationships; it is rather a set of common rules to specify profiles and data components.

Every profile consists of different profile components which might represent e.g., general user information, authorized and subscribed service information, public land / mobile network specific user information, terminal related data or service specific information of the user [10]. Furthermore the DDM describes in detail how profiles and profile components are specified based on XML Schema.

The DDM describes, currently based on different examples, the syntax of the different XML Schemas. They describe for instance how XML namespaces, annotations, and data type definitions have to be specified. Our implementation of the context model cannot conform entirely to the 3GPP Generic User Profile because the standard is still under development and some documents have the state of a draft.

B. XML Schemas for Profiles and Components

Based on our ontology and the DDM, we have implemented XML Schema grammars for the different profiles and profile components. Figure 3 provides a graphical overview of the XML Schema defining the syntax of the generic user profile.

![Figure 3: Profiles, Components and Elements](image)

In Figure 4 the different profile components are integrated in the XML Schema for the profile through corresponding namespaces and the import of the XML Schema definitions of different profile components.

The main element Profile defines that a profile might consist of a Device, User, Service and Network component.

![Figure 4: XML Schema for profile description](image)

Below, we present, by example, the grammars for the components Device and User to illustrate the simplicity and strength of component definitions with DDM.

C. User Component

The grammar for the user component is based on the W3C Working Draft Client Side Automated Form Entry [11] which defines data elements which are grouped into identity information, contact information, postal information, postal information (billing) and organizational information. We merged this structure with related information from our ontology and developed a corresponding XML Schema describing the syntax of the user component.

![Figure 5: XML Schema description for user component](image)

Figure 5 focuses on how we used the different namespaces and how profile components are annotated according to the DDM.

D. Device Component

The XML Schema for the device component is based on a UAProf Schema [12] which is provided by the WAP Forum. With this component it is possible to describe the different hardware elements (e.g. mobile devices, presentation devices, terminals, etc.) that are involved. We translated the RDF document defining UAProf into a XML Schema for integration into our XML-based context model.

![Figure 6: XML Schema description for device component](image)
As presented in Figure 6, the structure of the device component is very similar to the structure of the user component. According to the UAProf Schema, substructures exist for describing hardware, software, network, browser and WAP characteristics. The documentation of the UAProf Schema was also integrated in our XML Schema for the device component as it can be seen in the definition of the SoftwarePlatformType.

With the transformation possibilities of XML, it is easily possible to transform a UAProf document in a device component. Consequently, existing UAProf documents can be used by our context model.

E. Instance Documents Representing Context

A concrete profile has to conform to the different grammars which were presented earlier. Some aspects of the DDM might be changed in the future by 3GPP. In Figure 7 for instance the different elements of the components are qualified by a namespace as defined in DDM which does not support the readability of this document.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper illustrates the feasibility of a standards based approach to the creation of context models for system components supporting ubiquitous applications. Experiences from performing context modeling with CIM are very convincing with respect to the maturity of the standard; especially when it comes to providing standardized syntax and templates for the specification of high-level information models. Moreover, models designed with CIM can be used effectively in conjunction with 3GPP specifications for the creation of profiles describing context information. The use of XML-grammars ensures that the component profile descriptions can be easily transformed to equivalent descriptions mandated by 3GPP standards when such descriptions become available. The profiles examined within the paper are basically static ones (user and device) but it should be noted that this is one of the very first approaches to exploit 3GPP principles for the purposes of context modeling. Based on the preliminary state of the current XML documents for defining profiles and profile components, we are developing first prototypes which will lead to further development of these documents. Future work will also involve context modeling of more dynamic information elements such as user location.

As a proof of concept for the Simplicity vision, the project will implement a demonstrator comprised of a ubiquitous media streaming, a medical monitoring and a tour-guide application. Every application, even though possessing diverse characteristics, will exploit the same context model. The open design and flexibility of the Simplicity context model provides seamless integration of novel context-aware applications with only minor modifications.
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